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AREA 1 ENSEMBLE
Slowing Down to Smell
the Flowers
Linda McMaster

much you enjoyed the event, especially our special guests,
Jeanne O’Connor and Clay Hine. The members of our
newly formed Virtual Video Production Team did an
outstanding job pulling together Area 1’s first virtual video,
“It’s the Music That Brings Us Together” and are already
thinking about future video projects. The members of our
Music Directors Forum have also been busy. Soon, Area 1
will reap the benefits of all their hard work when they share
a new website library of Area 1 common music and post a
new position for an Area 1 Music Librarian.
Behind the scenes, many of our Area 1 members have
joined the Virtual IC&C Planning Team and are busy
working to create an exciting and educational event.
Members of Area 1 Council are meeting in July to explore
the possibility of holding IC&C ‘Watch Parties” so choruses

Linda McMaster

or small groups can come together to enjoy everything the
virtual event has to offer. ‘Watch Party’ details will be

If you are anything like me, you are enjoying the summer

shared soon!

and all the wonderful weather and fantastic sites and
sounds Atlantic Canada has to offer. Recently my husband

Area 1 Council will meet again in October and we hope to

picked up some Chinese take out and low and behold my

fill the Marketing and Public Relations Coordinator position

fortune cookie’s message was, “It’s okay to slow down and

and the new role of Social Media Coordinator before the

smell the roses” and that is exactly what I have been trying

meeting. We all know word of mouth is the best way to

to do and I hope you have the opportunity to do the same!

recruit new Council members so if you know of members
who would be perfect for one of these roles, please give

Despite months of COVID isolation many of us have been

them a friendly poke and/or let me know so I can reach

busy and there are accomplishments to celebrate. Thanks

out.

to our fabulous Music Teams, through well-organized zoom
rehearsals we have kept a song in our hearts. Our

We all need to be congratulated on making it through this

administrative

membership

almost surreal COVID experience! Having said that, there

milestones, held installation ceremonies, and reached out

leaders

have

celebrated

is no question that we all deserve a much-needed break

to support members who found the past 16 months

from stress, worries, and zoom calls. So, my friends,

challenging.

please take the time to smell the flowers this summer and
bask in the knowledge that many of us may be singing

Area 1 can be proud of our 2021 Virtual Area Convention.
So many of you have reached out to let us know how

together this fall!
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Singing in the
Barbershop World

We all want to sing together to create music at our highest

Bonita Hester

that each person in our chorus feels that they truly belong?

level, and sometimes it feels that this goal is in conflict
with looking out for each other. How can we ensure that
we continue to improve while at the same time make sure
Can we emphasize the importance of inclusiveness,

It’s been a long and difficult 16 months! Covid 19 has

empathy, cultural awareness, sensitivity, and respect while

virtually stopped our in-person events. However, here in

still focusing on our craft? I believe it is possible, and in

the Atlantic provinces, it appears that we may cautiously

the end, we will be a more “harmonious” singing group!

expect to be back together again in the near future.
What will our chapters look like in the “new” world? If your

What are some of the ways we can make this happen?

chapter is similar to mine, you may have lost a few

First, we all need to be aware of our biases, conscious or

members. But don’t be discouraged. As Einstein said, “In

unconscious. For example, we might think that an older

the middle of every difficulty lies opportunity.”

member might not have the computer skills to download
music, and a small remark or facial expression can be

One advantage of being isolated was that we had time to

hurtful. Second, when we witness someone being rude or

take a snapshot of our chapter’s successes and failures

dismissive to someone else, call it out. Don’t focus on

and think about what we might be able to improve in the

finding fault, but state what you notice and suggest

future. When we start up again, we all want to enjoy

alternatives that include everyone. Third, believe that

singing together, we want to encourage new members to

people are equal, but not the same. A single mother may

join us in our happy experiences, and we hope that they

have to miss a rehearsal, but it doesn’t mean that she’s

will be part of our family for the long term. “Group singing is

less devoted to the chorus.

one of the most ancient and original “technologies of
belonging” that humans have been using since the earliest

Often, we haven’t time in our busy schedule to pause and

times. Singing together is a powerful way to connect with

discuss these issues, but we need to create occasions

others, and a great way to reduce the negative effects of

where all members can have an equal voice in contributing

loneliness and isolation that are often found in big city

to our united vision. When we build bridges of acceptance,

environments. Research has shown that this sense of

compassion and joy, together we can join our voices in

connection happens on a biological level – that when

song to create a more harmonious and thriving world.

people sing together in a group, their heartbeats actually
sync up.” (https://singforjoy.ca/benefits-of-singing/)
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Member Highlight - Trinda Ersnt
Linda McMaster
Area 1’s Trinda Ernst has been a member of Sing Canada

After

spending

9

years

serving

on

Harmony,

Inc.

Harmony’s (SCH) Board of Directors since 2008.

International Board of Directors Trinda joined Sing Canada
Harmony’s Board of Directors and has been there ever

Many of you know Trinda as a member of Valley Voices but

since. She believes in the mission of SCH and is proud of

here are a few interesting facts that you may not know.

all the support the non-profit has given to Canadians. She

Trinda joined Harmony, Inc. in 1986 after hearing Metro

proudly explained that any individual or chorus that applied

Music

1991

for help has received it! SCH is a supporter of HI’S

International Quartet Champions. All she had to do was

Director’s First Program, has helped send many HI

listen to Jane Fritz’s beautiful bass voice and she knew she

members

had found a place where women with low singing voices

opportunities, zoom accounts, and so much more. She

would be embraced.

shared the fact that SCH has a certificate program that

Machine,

who

became

Harmony,

Inc’s

to

acknowledges

Harmony

choruses

University,

that

engage

funded

youth

coaching

in

their

Shortly after joining, Janet Neary, her Section Leader at

performances and also highlighted the Paul Tamblyn

the time, immediately saw her potential and encouraged

Award, a $1,000 annual scholarship awarded to a choral

her to help with a show program and then the real fun

director who has made a significant impact on choral

began. Within a short time, she became Show Chair, then

directing and performance in Canada, with preference

a Board Member, then Chapter President. She will always

given to those involved with a cappella choral groups

remember

(https://singcanadaharmony.ca/schorlarship/paul-tamblyn-

her

first

IC&C

experience

and

felt

an

overwhelming responsibility to give back to an organization

award/).

that had given her so much. And give back she did, by
serving as International President from 2004 – 2006. She

Be sure to visit the website at http://singcanadaharmony.ca

has also been very active on the music front, singing bass

to learn more and make a donation that will make a

in a number of quartets, and has been Assistant Director of

difference in the lives of Canadian a cappella singers.

the Valley Voices for a number of years.

And the next time you see Trinda be sure to thank her for
all she has contributed to two wonderful organizations!
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Member Highlight Winnie Belliveau
Jeanette Cormier
Winnie Belliveau is a member of the Codiac Chords
Chapter of Harmony, Inc. from Moncton, NB. She joined in
October 1979 on the advice of her father, who was a
member of The Society. When she joined the chorus, the
singing, harmony, friendships, and adventure captured her
completely.
Winnie was always the first one to volunteer for any job
that needed to be done and served four terms as President
but enjoyed her role as Membership Chair the most. She is
the first one to greet new members with a smile and a
warm hug and the last one to say goodnight! Although she
has accomplished many things in her 40+ years as a
Codiac Chord, one of her proudest accomplishments was
serving on the Area 1 Council as Membership Coordinator
where she created a manual, along with Jan Coffin, that
was used by choruses in the Area to recruit new members
and help them assimilate! She also worked alongside
Pennie Barbour to introduce the C.A.R.E. package to Area
1 to help with membership recruitment and encouragement
by doing seminars in Area 1.
Winnie joined the Judging Program in 1994 in the
Presentation Category. While in the program she traveled,
coached choruses and quartets, met some incredible
people, and made wonderful friends.
Not only has she sung with the chorus, she was also a
member of a few quartets through the years, the last of
which "Best Foot Fourward". She continues to sing with the
Codiac Chords and plans to be "the last gal hanging
around to hear that old barbershop sound".
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Associate Member Highlight - Sally Reinsborough
Margie Fife
Firstly, I would personally like to thank all the wonderful

the bass. Now Christie is a proud member of Elm City

Area 1 Associates – long-time and recent – for helping us

Echoes,

be awarded the 2020-2021 most increase (44.4%) in

grandfather, who was also a barbershop singer. What Sally

membership award. Kudos to you all.

loves most about being an Associate is that she is still able

following

the

footsteps

of

her

mom

and

to feel a part of the organization. She attended Area 1’s
In this issue of our newsletter, I would like to highlight one
of

our

valued

Associate

Members

-

SALLY

REINSBOROUGH!
Sally first heard about Harmony, Inc. when the infamous
Judy Comeau arrived in Dalhousie in 1968. As is Judy's
passion, she gathered a group of singers and Sally was
introduced to Harmony, Inc. and the unique sound of
barbershop chords. The first time they were together she

recent Virtual Convention, took part in the amazing
education classes, and really enjoyed participating in the
Virtual Chorus during this strange Covid time.
How has Harmony, Inc. impacted her life?
“I have learned so much about singing because of all the
educational tools available and the wonderful coaches I
have worked with over the years. I remember the first
Directors’ Seminar I went to years ago with Dr. Greg Lyne.
I was brand new and clueless!! He was amazing…how he

didn’t want to go home and decided then and there that

could just move a little finger and the Chorus would

Barbershop

respond! International was always fun and I would watch

singing

was

something

she

wanted

to

pursue…plus she loved to travel!

all the directors carefully to see what I could learn. Chorus
was therapy also…life was so busy but when we started to

She was newly married, working as a nurse, singing in the

sing all the cares and worries of the day would disappear…

church choir and another choral group but something had

all that mattered was hearing those magical chords ring!

to go so she could make room for her new passion. The

The friendships I’ve made have continued over the years…

Chaleur Echoes chartered in 1970 and Sally became a

so many treasured memories.” The words in Clay Hine’s

member in 1972 where she sang baritone and remained

song are so true, “It’s the music that brings us together but

until the Echoes folded in 2014. During her many years

it’s the friendships that make us stay.”

with the Chaleur Echoes, she was an active Board
member, Secretary, Wardrobe Chair, Music Committee
Member, and then became Director when their current

Thank you Sally for being such a dedicated member of
Harmony, Inc.!

director, Jean Mockler stepped down.
Over the years there have been many memorable
occasions. One special one was singing “Canada, My
County” in the entry hall of the Parliament Buildings in
Ottawa. The chorus also sang for Prince Charles and
Princess Diana when they visited Dalhousie. As Director,
she was so proud when at International they achieved third
place twice and fourth once.
Fortunately, she was singing in a quartet when the chorus
gave up their charter so she became an Associate member
and continued to compete with her daughter, Christie as

Sally Reinsborough
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Member Highlight - Kelly Mullaly
Margie Fife
It is my great pleasure to

In 2019, Kelly took over the role of Area Education

Spotlight another one of

Coordinator. “I’ve had the pleasure of meeting and

our wonderful Harmony

interacting with many of our Area 1 members and our very

members who does so

talented and generous coaches and judges. The skill and

much for Area 1 and our

compassion of Harmony, Inc. President Linda Brehaut and

harmony sisters.

Area 1 Director Linda McMaster have also both been great
inspirations to me.”

Kelly first heard about
Harmony, Inc. in the Fall

Kelly lives in Stratford, PEI, with her dog (Stella) and three

of 2014 from a friend who

cats (Hank, Mac & Cheese) – all former residents of the

had started singing with

PEI Humane Society, where she worked from 2006 –

an a cappella chorus.

2014. She still is a volunteer foster parent for cats and

They

a

kittens whenever they need her and also volunteers with

series of open lessons so

were

having

Elderdog PEI and is currently the volunteer Social Media

she signed up. That first

Coordinator and In-Home Services Coordinator for PEI.

night, after warming up

Kelly Mullaly

with

the

chorus,

the

guests sat down to listen

She originally studied Theatre Arts in hopes of becoming a
professional actor, went to Ryerson, and got her degree in

to the gals sing Kokomo. She thought “Wow this was fun,

Radio and Television Arts where she had great fun

they are amazing but I am NEVER going to be able to do

working in children’s television production at YTV and CBC

THAT!”. Halfway through the rehearsal she was hooked.

until making the move to PEI in 1999. After freelancing in

She said she would never forget singing the bari part for

various roles she eventually moved back to the more

Java Jive as her placement test - her first taste of

traditional employment, working for various non profits.

quartetting was with Sequence and she is now bringing her

She has stayed in this sector and is now as the

bari best as a member of Harmonix.

Administrative Director for the PEI 4-H program,

With her background in Communications, she was pleased

Apart from HI, Kelly is a big advocate for animal welfare,

to share those skills by joining the Communications

she tries not to miss her 20 minutes of yoga each morning

Committee, which was in the process of reviewing her

and loves cooking (and eating!), good craft beer, playing in

chorus’ website, creating messaging about events, etc.

her garden, and tackling home DIY projects.

She was surprised and honoured to be asked to offer her

A key message to her Harmony Sisters:

name to sit on the Board of Directors within a year of

“I’m truly honoured to have been chosen for this profile!

joining the chorus, in the role of Vice-President. She was

Believe it or not, I consider myself an introvert who doesn’t

mentored by the entire Board but especially by the

make friends easily, but I truly feel like being involved with

amazing Jan Coffin, who was President at the time. When

HI has allowed me to tap into a community that has made

Kelly was elected to the President position, she was

me a better person. I highly encourage anyone interested

nervous but also felt she had a wonderful team sharing the

in taking on a newer expanded role in the organization to

load and watching her back.

reach out and give it a try – life is short, and we all have
talents to share.
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Newfound Sound
June Cousens
Newfound Sound took advantage of our gathering together for the Virtual
Convention to thank our outgoing Board of Directors and to welcome our
Incoming Board of Directors.
Top picture: Incoming Board, from left to right, Elizabeth Lacasse
(president), Anita Power Taylor (VP, membership), Paula Hanley (secretary),
Corinne Moore (costume chair), and Patsy Kelly (chorus manager). Missing
from photo: Sharon Rose (treasurer). Congratulations to all.
Middle picture: Outgoing Board from left to right, Anna Tapper (past
president), Anita Power Taylor (VP), Brenda Byrd (secretary), Corinne Moore
(costume chair), Patsy Kelly (chorus manager) and missing from photo
Sharon Rose (treasurer). Thank you for your service.

Bottom photo: Past president Anna Tapper handing off the President's
Harmony Pin to Elizabeth Lacasse.

Membership Roundtable
Andrea Leonard, Membership and Youth Coordinator
On June 13, Area 1 held its very first roundtable with

loss of the personal connections we get from singing

Membership representatives from 9 of the 10 choruses in

together in person.

Atlantic Canada, the Harmony, Inc. Membership Director,
Kim

Meechan,

and

the

Area

1

Associate

Member

Participants also took the opportunity to share ways they

Coordinator, Margie Fife. Kim discussed Harmony, Inc’s

encouraged

members

to

join

Zoom

rehearsals

and

current priorities, future initiatives, and how the corporate

participate as individuals while still feeling part of the

team could help individual chapters. Margie explained her

chorus. Virtual coaching sessions with esteemed coaches

efforts to keep former members involved through becoming

and joint rehearsals between choruses both happened with

associate members.

ease since weather and travel were no longer challenges.
Choruses also made special efforts to connect with the

It was a great evening of sharing and discussion about the

individual

members

through

phone

calls,

electronic

recruitment and retention challenges we have all faced

messages, greeting cards, and visits for special occasions.

during these Covid times.
The group wanted more time to discuss recruitment and
All choruses have had members who took a leave of

youth involvement, so a meeting will be held in the fall to

absence, resigned, or became associate members, for

cover these topics and to outline ways choruses can

varied reasons including technical difficulties involved in

continue to support one another as well as having support

virtual rehearsals. Some chorus members really felt the

through the Area 1 Council.
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Quartet News
Joanne Ings

Virtual AC&C
High fives to the quartets who participated in the mass sings at our Virtual AC&C in June. There were Qs who weren’t allowed to
meet due to public health regulations, Qs who met, then couldn’t, then could, and then couldn’t again. Tonic, Harmonix, Nova
Quattro, Enjoy, Tambre, and Retake each took on an area song to share with members.
Harmony, Inc. Quartet Registration

July 1st marks the start of the quartet year and is the date for registration with Harmony, Inc. According to the Harmony website, we
have 18 active quartets registered and 2 area “Queens” quartets on the list.
Being a registered quartet not only allows you into competitions, but it also gives recognition and connection with other quartets,
access to coaching at AC&C, and the opportunity to participate in our Area Quorus. If you have a quartet member who is not a
chorus member, an Associate membership with Harmony, Inc. is available to them.
The pandemic brought about other barbershop groupings that had 5, 6, or 7 members gathering just to sing when choruses were
challenged to gather. If 4 of you want to register, yay! (Personally, I’m happy you’re singing as I’m sure you are too!)

Lookin’ 4 Treble!
"We are all saddened to see our bari Brenda move to Summerside, PEI. Our
loss is Island A Cappella's gain and hopefully another quartet will be lucky
enough to recruit her.
We welcome Bonita Hester as Brenda's replacement. She is a perfect fit for our
quartet and we are looking forward to learning a new piece of music with her."

Lookin' 4 Treble! wishes all our harmony sisters a wonderful, healthy, happy,
and safe summer, and hope to see you all in the near future. (Margie Fife)

Retake
We’ve missed our usual road trips (and ferry rides) since COVID struck and the
gigs in which we were fortunate enough to perform. We did manage to continue
to meet except for a few weeks here and there when there were hard
lockdowns in PEI. We continued to learn new songs and by the time we got to
perform them, they felt like old songs!
Thanks to Island A Cappella who invited us to sing at the last chorus gettogether in June and we sang 3 new songs for them! We’ll take it easy this
summer, gathering on rainy days when there aren’t friends and family visits
taking up our time. Hope to see you all soon – live and in person!
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Make Way! Talent on the Rise
Jennifer MacLeod, Seaside A Cappella PR Lead
We’re proud of many things at Seaside A Cappella (SAC),

“I said yes to joining this group because I thought this

and one feature we don’t rave about nearly as often as we

would be a great way to expand my musical knowledge,”

should is our trio of Youth Members.

says Josianne. “Being a member of SAC definitely requires
a lot of work, but singing with the group is so rewarding,

Harmony,

and

especially sharing our music with other people. Singing

younger, so our Cybil (11), Abbie (14), and Josianne (15)

has always been one of my passions.” When not enjoying

are

music and performing as a soloist, Josianne can be found

no

Inc.
doubt

defines
among

“youth”
the

as

25-year-olds

organization’s

youngest

representatives of the category. Full-time members who

on the soccer field or socializing with friends.

bring a sparkle to our rehearsals along with their singing
chops, all three are immersed in music and dance outside

Area 1 Youth and Membership Coordinator Andrea

of SAC and were motivated to join the chorus in part to

Leonard says her committee supports the Harmony, Inc.

expand their musical knowledge and vocal education.

Harmony for Young Women Program, which has a mission
to create broader awareness of the barbershop musical

Cybil, who joined in 2020, accompanies her grandmother,

style among youth and to provide vocal music education

Bass Section Leader Kathy Sullivan, to practice. “I joined

for young singers. Andrea says past experience has shown

the chorus because it looked like so much fun and

that there’s strength in numbers when it comes to keeping

because I love singing and music,” says Cybil. “I love the

young people interested in being chorus members: “Youth

chorus because all the people are so kind to me and I love

with family members or friends involved are most likely to

the challenge of learning new songs.” Cybil is involved in

stay.” In Area 1, she says, “We are just getting into

several kinds of dance, including acrobatic, tap, hip hop,

planning initiatives for reaching more youth, including

ballet, and step dance. She also plays the piano and sings

potentially a virtual barbershop educational session.”

in her church choir.
Abbie and Josianne were encouraged to join SAC by their
school’s music teacher, a former chorus member. Both

Lead section

participated in our first Area 1 competition in 2019. They’ve

friends Cybil and

also been front and center on our concert stages (when

Betty share a

an

hug at a recent

accomplished Highland dancer and Josianne as a solo

outdoor

public

performances

were

a

thing),

Abbie

as

vocalist and guitarist.

rehearsal

“I was very glad to have had the chance to join SAC
because I had heard other a cappella groups before that
sounded amazing and I wanted to be a part of that,” says
Abbie. “I also wanted to improve my voice and I thought
that joining would be a great way to gain confidence and
experience when it comes to singing.” Besides being a
champion Highland dancer, Abbie does Cape Breton step
dancing, takes voice lessons, and plays the fiddle, flute,
and piano.

Abbie and Josianne, left and right center, were
star novices at the AC&C Fun Night in 2019
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The Music (and Zoom) Brought Us Together! Area 1 Hosts its first Virtual Area Convention
Kelly Mullaly
When Area 1 members put their heads and hearts

On Saturday, 175 members and guests logged in to join in

together, great things happen. That rang true again when

a choice of nine concurrent breakout workshops to attend

we held our first Virtual Area Convention (VAC) on June

on subjects ranging from Keys to Building a Successful

4th and 5th. Using the template of our previously well-

Quartet to Embellishments and their Importance, facilitated

enjoyed Harmony Harvest event last fall, 175 members

by coaches and judges representing Harmony, Inc., Sweet

were joined by “Barbershop Buddy” members of the public

Adelines, and the BHS. Breaks between sessions were

to welcome special guests and facilitators in an online

filled with song, courtesy of some of our Area 1 quartets.

gathering to remind us “It’s the Music That Brings Us

When Area 1 comes calling, wonderful people answer!

Together.”
The event wrapped up with a Q&A hosted by Area 1
On Friday night, we celebrated the impressive 25-35 years

Education Coordinator Kelly Mullaly with special guest

of Harmony, Inc. membership achieved by 14 individuals

Clay Hine, the composer/arranger of “It’s the Music That

with

of

Brings Us Together.” Clay shared the story of his

membership achieved both Mary (MEK) King of Seaside A

barbershop journey, including what inspired him to create

Cappella and associate member Linda Oliver. Associate

what has become a song that has captured the hearts of

Member Coordinator Margie Fife was recognized with the

barbershop singers around the world during the COVID-19

Growth Award celebrating her efforts that resulted in an

pandemic. It was an honour to have Clay with us for the

impressive 44% in growth of associate membership in

world premiere of Area 1’s first foray into the production of

2020. Representing the Karen Gordon Scholarship, Diana

a virtual chorus video, featuring Clay’s composition which

MacDonald (ScotianAires) presented the 2020 scholarship

was lovingly produced from a total of more than 160 audio

to the Area 1 Council, which will be directed to supporting

and video submissions from Area 1 members.

special

presentations

marking

40

years

Area events.
As with any highly successful event, there are simply too
Following the awards presentations, special guest (and

many individuals to thank in this limited space, but you can

barbershop living legend) Jeanne O’Connor joined the

hear their names and see their efforts in recordings from

event from her home in Florida for “A Walk Down

the event you’ll find in the Member Only section of the

Barbershop Lane”, hosted by Area 1 President Linda

Area 1 website.

McMaster. During their informal chat, Jeanne shared
memories and “lessons learned” of a life-long involvement

Discussions are already underway for our next Area 1

in our hobby which has included multiple roles as a

event in the fall of 2021, which will include an opportunity

performer, director, judge, coach, and participant in many

for members and chapters to weigh in shortly with their

leadership teams.

ideas and preferences as we continue to collaborate and
make our way toward a post-pandemic world. In the

The evening wrapped up with Sue Kember, in her role as

meantime, Area 1 Education Coordinator Kelly Mullaly

Director of the ScotianAires (winning chorus from AC&C

(Island A Cappella) invites you to contact her any time at:

2019) leading a virtual mass sing of “We Are Thankful”,

area1education@harmonyarea1.ca

Harmony, Inc.’s newest common song, composed by Tom
Gentry et al and arranged by HI Music Judges, including
our own Adele Merritt!
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ScotianAires

Sea Belles

Fatima Whelan

Bernice Blake-Dibblee

The ScotianAires ended their year on a celebratory note!

Sea Belles is alive and

Although it's been a year of ups and downs, we joined for a

well, even as we still cope

zoom get-together at the end of June to Appreciate, Come

with

Together and Celebrate our members. We reminisced

COVID. We continue to

about what the year has brought us and how we look

have our zoom practices

forward to singing together again with the hope of being on

weekly with very creative

stage for AC&C 2022.

planning by our director.

the

challenges

of

The attendance has been

Vangie Moffard

First, we took some moments to reflect on the loss of three

lower but we understand

very special members this past year: Carolyn Pettipas,

the challenges of zoom can be daunting for some.

Maureen Henley, and Joanne Stewart. A poignant poem
written by one of our members was read in their memory.

Recruitment during this period is a difficult one. One event

The

and

sparked a considerable amount of interest in the chorus.

presentations thanking our musical leadership for all their

One of our young members was highlighted in an article by

efforts and encouragement. They included our Directors

Racheal Cave of CBC. It displayed the hoops a young

(who received a little visit to receive their thank-yous in

single mother has to overcome to do something that

person on behalf of the membership), the Music Team,

makes HER happy and fulfilled. The article revealed a life

Performance Team, and Tech Team. But most importantly,

that we realize many others in our wonderful organization

we celebrated the chorus as a whole. Members shared

are dealing with. We thank them for contributing to our

their love and appreciation for each other and how we truly

choruses.

evening

continued

with

videos,

songs,

are a Harmony family. Through the joys and difficulties that
this Covid season has brought us, we are thankful for the

The Sea Belles have been recognizing our retired

gift of music and friendship and we can't wait until we can

members who have contributed significantly to Harmony

gather together again in song. It's great to be a

and the Sea Belles. One member is Vangie Mofford. A

barbershopper!

number of Sea Belles visited Vangie at her home. We
gathered outside her home, sang a few songs, and
presented her with a lifetime membership to Sea Belles.
We continue to have our regular board meetings. In
addition, we have formed an Equity and Diversity
committee led by Bonita Hester, our Vice-President. Our
annual meeting was held virtually where we installed our
new board. The installation was led by Linda Brehaut. We
thank her sincerely for giving her valuable time. We held
an open house event and had many guests spend that
time with us. It was a very enjoyable evening.
Sea Belles look forward to the possibility of meeting in

One of several director presentations - Marion
F-P., Sue Member (Director), and Jo-Anne Paw

person in the fall. Have a safe and enjoyable summer,
refreshed and ready for another year of singing.
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Island A Cappella

HarmonySite

Marylynn Côté

Deb Bradley

Island A Cappella (IAC) has recently switched over to

Did you know you could earn $250.00 for your Chapter just

HarmonySite, the site that powers the Area 1 website and

by moving your current website to a HarmonySite?

many chorus websites within the Area. This website builder
is designed specifically for choruses and the business is

What is HarmonySite you ask? Well, every time you go to

based out of Australia. After some discussion about the

Area 1’s website you are on HarmonySite. It is the

pros and cons of the HarmonySite compared to our current

management tool we use for the Area and the folks at

previous site, we decided one of the main barriers was

HarmonySite have created a referral program to entice

cost. Island A Cappella was lucky enough to receive
sponsorship from the local accounting firm, Fitz & Co
(fitzandco.ca), for 3 years of the platform subscription fee.
In January 2021, IAC gathered a team of 3-4 volunteers
who worked on it over weekends and anywhere there was
free time. The new site launched in June 2021.

more Chapters to adopt it.
Along with being easy to use, one of the best features of
HarmonySite is that it was developed for musical groups
and once you check it out you will see why. Take a look at
The ScotianAires and Valley Voices locally or A Cappella
Showcase in Ontario to see what potential is there for you!

Something that we learned from this experience is that the
transition to a new website is easier when starting with
good data and file management. If your files are well

Island A Cappella is the latest Area 1 Chapter to adopt
HarmonySite. So, if this is something you are interested in
pursuing,

contact

President

Colleen

Murphy

at

named, consistently typed (eg, all mp3s), and well

colleenmurphyangel@gmail.com

organized, it should be no trouble to upload to a new

process. Then you can join other Area 1 Chapters and

website. It is also good to have all your song library

Harmony, Inc. Areas that are reaping the benefits of

information on hand. Most of the time spent on the new site

HarmonySite. The referral program provides a discount to

was organizing all the information to put into it.

the chorus who recruits another to the service. Then your

regarding

the

referral

group can recruit another and the love keeps moving on
The HarmonySite support team has been very helpful and

down the line.

quick to respond to any issues. The transition was made
even easier by connecting the chapter site to the Area 1

Interested yet? How could you not be? Extra money is

site,

always a plus! So, what are you waiting for? Check out

so

all

member

information

was

copied

over

automatically.

www.harmonysite.com for yourself! Let us add your
Chapter to the list of Harmony, Inc. Chapters using

Of the many features HarmonySite offers, Island A
Cappella has been using the events, news, minutes,
mailing lists, members area, "new members", documents,
and song library features. Some of the features we have
not yet implemented are the item library, membership fee
management, attendance, assessments, riser stacks, and
invoicing. There are so many more features available but
they can be turned on and off depending on the chorus'
needs.

HarmomySite today!

JULY 2021
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In Memoriam
Area

1

would

condolences
members

like

to

who

to

the

lost

AREA 1 COUNCIL

extend
following

close

family

Linda McMaster – Area Director

members over the past six months.

Debbie Bradley – Secretary

Our hearts are with you!

Madeline Power – Treasurer
Seaside A Cappella

Helen LeFort – AC&C Chair

Gaile Maddigan on the recent

Sheila Van Schaick, President – Breton

death of her husband, a cousin,

Songbirds

and her brother

Margie McClelland, President – Cobequid
Sea Belles

Fun-Tones

Janet Kidd on the passing of her

Nancy Reading, President – Codiac Chords

mother

Arlene Pineo, President – Elm City Echoes
Colleen Murphy, President – Island A
Cappella

Congratulations
Special

congratulations

to

Anita

Elizabeth Lacasse, President – Newfound
Power

Taylor

on

receiving her 30-year membership certificate and pin from
Harmony Inc.

Sound
Fatima Whalen, President – ScotianAires
Bernice Blake Dibblee, President – Sea
Belles
Joanne Green, President – Seaside A
Cappella

Sing Canada Harmony is a registered charity dedicated to
the support of vocal music education in Canada. Visit the
Sing

Canada

Harmony

website

(https://singcanadaharmony.ca/) for information about our
scholarship, donor, and legacy programs and to discover
what we can do for you or someone you know.

Deb Moreau, President – Valley Voices
Kelly Mullaly - Education Coordinator
Margie Fife – Associate Coordinator, Interim
PR Coordinator
Andrea Leonard - Membership & Youth
Coordinator
June Cousens – ACJC (Area Contest &
Judging Chair)
Jill Reid – Music Directors Forum Coordinator
Joanne Ings – Quartet Coordinator
Olivia Clancy – Newsletter Editor (Ex officio)

